Hoosters Play Well
Defeating Conquerors Of R.I. State Cagers

Wilson And Herzog Play Well In Victory
Scheider Holds Tufts To Five Points

Sanamuels And Scheider Lead

Scheider Closes Season With Six Wins Four Losses

Scheider led the team in scoring as a freshman. He scored 34 goals and 24 free throws. Movie schnausers, sophomore forward, led the team very closely with 22 points. He scored for more goals than anybody else on the team, two only excepted beans. Sanamuels playing showed that in four games he scored over 20 goals per game and in four others he scored less than four. Wilson and Scheider were probably the best players in comparison for the time being. He averaged a little more than half a point a game.

Team Closes Season

Tech Scoring Grid

Team To Close Season This Saturday; Five Make First Appearance

The Institute wrestling team, tomorrow and Friday night, will hold another wrestling tournament in the Boston College gymnasium. This will mark the first appearance of Frank Flockney, of Tufts, who has made a great improvement in this Science, varnish 400 meters, in the Hanover, New Hampshire, and the Coast Guard Academy, meeting Harvard, New Hampshire, and the Coast Guard Academy.

Boxing Tourney Starts March 23
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Shorts On Sports

By Howard J. Samuels, ’41

WHO SAID "IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE!"

Just as was feared by sports writers, Tech just put the jitters on the Tufts cagers Wednesday evening when they completed their three-game series with the Engineers. After this game some sportswriter might say, "Tech has the best team in the country - the Tufts cagers are the worst team that ever came east." Tech's losses during this year resulted from lack of practice during mid-season, and "huge loss." American sportswriter might say, "Tech has one of the worst teams in New England," he might say, "Their loss over Harvard and Tufts were just "left" nights. Their losses to Clark and Harvard might show the poor quartet. WILL THIS, WILL IT BE?"

On the river

The river, the river alone the crew (teak) has begun, the Tech crewmen were well at the start of their practice rows for the crew races in the coming spring. In almost every sport teams border for such little competition as do. In no sport they should hold billets and none all your taste is what is probably less than a half hour until competition. Very few athletes could boast of more than eight teams in each of Tech can readily be seen by the large crowd that goes Coach Valentine's yard. RAWSON SCORES A KNOCKOUT

From Washington came good things for Tommies RAWSON, well likes boxing. Tommies nothing. RAWSON is a great prize fighter. Scharzenburg def. Novak, 10 rounds, 100 to 90, 60 to 50 and 0 to 0 at even. This gave him a total of 25 and a new Institute record.

In boxing circles where Brooklyn is considered excellent, a 10 as middle weight champion. Not in the 10 rounds stumping competition. In combining those scores, do interclass broke the Tech range record by three and set up a mark which may well stand for quite a few years.

Heavy Schedule To Start

Tomorrow the team will have a contest from Harvard on the M.I.T. range as two third in the afternoon. tech will have an easy victory if the Junior Flight possesses the mettle described by the team. Next week the team must face Columbia, meeting Harvard, New Hampshire, and the Coast Guard Academy on Wednesday and Friday, respectively.

Held At Harvard, Batteries will be held in the Range Room on Wednesday and Friday nights, March 22 and 24.

Six Goals Beat Tufts

Harrison 1

Brown 4

Taylor 3

Tufts 2

Van Vleck 2 Lest 4

Van Vreck 19

Harvard 24

Tufts 19

Harvard 16

Brown 16

Tufts 16

Tufts 12

Harrison 10

Brown 10

Tufts 7

Tufts 7

Harrison 3

Brown 3

Tufts 1

Tufts 1

Van Vreck 17

Brown 17

Tufts 16

Tufts 16

Van Vreck 7

Brown 7

Tufts 5
g

Van Vreck 4

Brown 4

Tufts 3

Tufts 3

Van Vreck 2

Brown 2

Tufts 1

Tufts 1

These goals were scored in the following order, (Continued from Page 1)

Tufts 11, 12, 14 froshmen, 4 are set eligible to compete in the ensuing term, winding the season. All goals total covering all playing time. Future games will be played on Electric grills.

Fencing Team To Oppose Boston College Tonight

The M.I.T. fencers will be given by Professor William H. McNamara, ’31, of the Department of Chemistry. Eberle Rush, and Eberle Sherman, will be present. The members of the Tech Team will include: Hal Maclaren, ’41, John Altschul, ’31, Altschul ’41, J., Shadrack W. Whittenberger, ’31, and Henry A. Wentworth, ’30, trainer, Boston.

Walters' Restaurant

EXCELLENT FOOD AND LIQUORS

Large Porterhouse Steaks Cooked on Electric Grill, A Specialty

Walters Restaurant

1346 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass., and 100 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y.

LEARN THE RHumba, TANGO, SHAG, PALACE GLIDE, Etc.

Class Tuesday and Thursday 10:30 to 12:00 P.M. and Thursday 5:00 to 5:50 P.M.

PAPARONE DANCE STUDIO

266 COMMONWEALTH AVE. BOSTON, MASS.

Walters' Restaurant

Walters' Restaurant

1346 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

ONCE AGAIN A NATIONAL LEADER IN THE FIELD OF RESTAURANT SERVICE

NOW THE POPULAR DINING ROOM IS

THE MARY STUART Dining Room

64 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, BOSTON

TUESDAY 1:00 P.M. TO 4:45 P.M.

PAPARONE DANCE STUDIO

266 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE, BOSTON,
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